THE SPANISH WAR
I questioned many staff officers as to why bodies were
not burnt or buried quicker, pointing out that at any
moment it was bad for the hygiene and morale of the
troops, but especially so during the hot Spanish Septem-
ber weather.   They replied, and I quickly realised their
answer was true, that they had no spare labour to set
aside for the job of grave digging or of otherwise disposing
of corpses.  The peasants who turned up were few and
mostly aged, and the work could not be imposed on them.
Able-bodied town labour, which was very scarce, was being
impressed as fast as possible for the vitally necessary work
of building aerodromes.   When finally the work of getting
nd of the corpses began it was a ghastly sight to see the
funeral pyres lit all over the country for miles and miles
round.  A special corps of men, assigned to the task for
some breach of discipline or other, equipped with masks
and great rubber gauntlets, pulled the bodies into heaps
and, covering them with straw and pitch from the stock
used for road repairing, made gigantic bonfires of them
They smouldered rather than burned, and for days one
could see thin and evil-smelling wisps of smoke rising
from blackened heaps every fifty yards or so along the
roadway.   Just approaching Tornjos,  there were the
bodies of two enormous pigs.   I have never seen hogs
quite as big.   They lay there, an abomination to the nose
for three weeks.  When they were set on fire they burnt
with a great white flame, cracking and exploding every
now and then, until one could see the incandescent glow
and the flames roaring inside the cage formed by their
rib bones.   Not far distant a peasant's cart harnessed to
two black horses had come to grief just before the
Guadarrama river on the road to Toledo    The dead
peasants were buried quickly, owing to local piety and
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